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SUSE Rancher
SUSE Rancher is an open-source software platform that enables organizations to run containers
at scale. From data center to cloud to edge, Rancher enables organizations to run Kubernetes
everywhere. Rancher is a complete software stack for teams adopting containers. It addresses
the operational and security challenges of managing multiple Kubernetes clusters while
providing DevOps teams with integrated tools for running containerized
Workloads.

Shipa
Shipa solves several critical developer complexity issues for organizations using multiple
infrastructure platforms and their associated tools. Teams leveraging Kubernetes, GitOps,
Terraform, Crossplane, and other infrastructure must enlist different application management
models for each – creating ever-more-challenging complexity and driving friction between
DevOps and developers. Security policy enforcement is equally burdensome when deploying
applications across multiple infrastructure tools, as each enforces application policies in its own
way. These complexities do not just slow down application development, they also lead to
recruitment and retainment challenges, as talented developers avoid stressful infrastructure
management and seek other opportunities.

Shipa’s application-as-code platform introduces a standard application operating definition that
instead enables developers to build and manage applications using a single approach that
works across all infrastructure. This streamlined efficiency transforms the developer experience,
allowing developers to focus on their preferred product development work instead of complex
overhead. On the DevOps side, Shipa’s standard AppOps model similarly empowers teams to
introduce new infrastructure platforms or alter existing ones without altering the developer
experience. Shipa also eliminates the complexity of securing multiple infrastructure platforms
by enabling policy-as-code. DevOps can define standard application-level policies for role-based
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access controls, networking, scanning, registry control, and more, which protects all
infrastructure and tools across an organization’s technology stack.

SUSE Rancher and Shipa - Better Together

Coupling the power of creating and managing Kubernetes clusters with SUSE Rancher and the
developer/application abstraction and enforcement layer that Shipa provides creates an
amazing developer experience without having to use a heavily opinionated
Platform-as-a-Service [PaaS]. Leveraging Shipa, Kubernetes can be an afterthought for
developers. Though providing an excellent platform engineering experience, SUSE Rancher
makes multiple Kubernetes cluster management first class. The platform engineering team can
provision multiple Kubernetes clusters across multiple cloud providers and Shipa can help
developers deploy to those clusters without having to know the nuances of Kubernetes.

Logical Architecture
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SDLC Workflow

Interested in trying it out? Start now with our free forever version
To watch a demo, check Shipa demo
For a chat to learn more, check to get in touch

https://learn.shipa.io/docs/installing-shipa
https://www.shipa.io/product-new/#demo
https://www.shipa.io/contact-us/

